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The New York Tribune publishes something black ____ those forty pleading democrats from the Free States in the Senate and House who voted for _______ with the assumption constitution.
To be consistent, the Tribune out to print in golden letters the ______ of John A. Gilmen and five other known _________ from the ______ States, who voted against Le Compton and with the black Republicans. Every blow which the Tribune and its allies upon True Man North, carries with its commendations for Gilmen Davis Bell Crite and other traitors.
Raleigh Standard

Ex President Pierce writes from Maderia that the climate of that island continues to prove highly beneficial to the health of Mrs. Pierce.

Connecticut Elections
The Elections which has been secretly held on Connecticut for Governor and members to the Legislature has resulted in favor of the Black Republicans.
Breckingham’s majority for Governor is from 3,000 to 5,000.

A Glad? Bottle and Cork Factory has been started in California. The cork grows in Los Angeles.

---- - ----

---- - ----
We have not been able to process the proceedings of the democratic meetings have on list but will in a few days.

Marriages
“Fill _____ brought the love delited Hown. There dwealt joy in and ______ ______ _______.”

In Blammett on the 20th ______ by Rev. Neill McKay Dr. B.C. Williams to Mif Kate daughter of Alexander M Langaldo of Harnett. Also in the same county, on 22 July by G. W. Pepsam Esq Mr. William Arnold to _____ Ann Margaret, daughter of Aaron Thomas. ____ all of Harnett.

Worth and _____
General Commission Merchants
Fayetteville

The Markets
The Buffalo Springs Market
weekly
by J & DG Worth

| Corn 80@ | Eggs .15 |
| Oats 40 @45 | Butter .30 |
| Wheat 1~ | Bacon 122 |
| Molapex 41@ | Bread 80@ 90 |
| Sugar 12 ½ 00 | Salt NA |
| Coffee 1.5 | Peas 1.00 |
| Turpentine | Flour |
| Yel. 2.04 | ______ 5.15 |
| Bin 0.90 | Tire 4.90 |
| _____ 30 et | Crop 4.65 |

From Carolina _____ Market

| Cotton 11 ¾ @ | 12 |
| Flour | 5.25 |
| _____ 5.15 |
| _____ x 4.60 |
| Turpentine bin 2.20 |
| Yel. 2.02 |
| Bland 1.10 |
| _____ .40 |

Wilmington Market
bin & yel 2.70
Hasd 1.60 _____ 44
Can 1.60 Rosin

NC Sales~
The Nation

Buffalo Springs
Saturday April 24th 1858

_____ Governor
John W. Ellis
Of Rowan

The Nominance

We learn by good authority that John W. Ellis was nominated at the Charlotte Convention we thought Holden would get it, but find out that it is not so. We could not be better represented than by Mr. Ellis. Go to the polls in August next.

* And do your ____ like men, and Jaccob will crown our efforts. There was 59 counties represented by proxies and all, we will give a full account of the proceedings as soon as we receive.

The Parlor Magazine’s on our table, a very good number printed by C.S. Stone 46 Boston.

Stedman’s Magazine

Mr. Stedman has removed his magazine from _____ to Raleigh. Where the first no will be issued on the first of May next. The one issued at ____ is not connected with the result.

The Weather

All nature has “burst” into bloom. The trees are becoming with ____ all the trees have bloomed and are now ____ with young fruit if there will not come any more fresh we will have one of the best fruit years we have had in many years.

Blanks for Sale
On short notice
At the Station Office

B.C. and B.G. Worth
_____ and Forwarding
Merchants
Wilmington
#2-H NC _____
The Nation

For the Delegates of ______

The delegates that were appointed the ____
those of Cumberland in Convention are
notified to appear at the Court House in
_____ on the second Monday in May.

D.A. Cameron _____

---- - ----

Wit and Humor
“A little ______ ___ and the ____ relished
by the beef of ______”

----- - ----

Being near, a Western Edition _____ in
delight at _______ been appointed nearly
called “Harry” by the gal he loves because
she saluted him as old “Beeswax” at their
last meeting.

~A dreary joke, a coffin maker having
appointments to ____ posted his bill
announcing the same for the coffins in his
window.

“Lady Ingl for Single ______”

Rates of Advertising
4 cent for the first and 2 cent for each
subsequent insertion. Double column
advertisements 8 cent for the first and 4 cent
for each subsequent insertion.

----- - ----

J & D.B. Worth

_____ to

J. Worth and Sons
Dealers in
Day goods, hat cops, books, shoes, and
groceries

Buffalo Springs

April 17th 1858 #1 _ H, NC

----- - ----

The Nation
This first clap Journal will be printed here
after weekly. It contains as much reading as
most of the people of the day. It will be
_____ democratic.

Terms
#2 per year in advance

To clubs of 10 and upward
#1.5n each J.M.L. Harrington
Buffalo Springs